They Shoot Hippies, Don't They?
Introduction by Tom Hay den
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he following article describes a police department
in the vanguard of the status quo, but no different
in substance than those appearing everywhere in
youth communities. It is a young, pipe-smoking,
highly-trained and educated police force, fostered over the
years by the social engineers of the University of California's
Criminology Department. Supposedly it represents an "enlightened alternative" to the more violent and traditional
police types. With their "peace corp^' image, the Berkeley
police represent the cherished fantasy that police-community relations can be improved through a higher level of
professionalism.
It was a similar dream which inspired the creation of the
Special Forces a decade ago. Now that the Green Beret symbolizes bloody intervention, we may forget their original purpose: "to win the hearts and minds of the people" through
civic action and incorruptible law enforcement. In the Berkeley police force we see the same dynamics which plunged the
Special Forces into their barbaric role. Berkeley has become
a mini-Vietnam in which the manipulative skills of University of California administrators Clark Kerr, Charles Hitch
and Roger Heyns have failed to keep control of the "youth
problem." In the wake of their failures, the police have become increasingly dominant. Only five years ago, a massive
Free Speech Movement erupted when a single police car
came on campus; today the campus police have their Pentagon located in Sproul Hall itself (the site of the FSM sit-in)
and, during "states of emergency," Sheriff Madigan and
Chief Beall are more important than the University's chancellor.
Their education and training has only made Berkeley policemen more sophisticated oppressors. They are not into
spontaneous police brutality; their specialty is full-scale
counter-insurgency. Brutality is only a tactic within a larger
strategy to remove cultural and political radicalism from
Berkeley.
As this article points out, the Berkeley police concentrate
their paranoid energy on the Telegraph Avenue youth colony. In their eyes, the total identity of the youth culture is
criminal. Since 1966, they have fabricated a "crime wave"
{drugs, communal living, etc.) as the permanent pretext for
becoming an occupying army patroling the crucial South
Campus area.
Police tactics have escalated and diversified so much that
Berkeley now can be considered a laboratory for counterinsurgency against young whites. The brutal forays by police
into the Free Church, Free Clinic, and Runaway Center—
all liberal institutions protecting and serving the young people—represent new developments in police attempts to exterminate Berkeley's youth culture. More ominous, however,
has been the direct crackdown on "runaways" themselves:
this summer, over 2000 young people have been apprehended while hitchhiking, charged with being in danger of
"a lewd and immoral life" and being "out of parental con-
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trol," and shipped out of town.
In addition to this relatively novel focus on sweeping out
the youth colony, the police in Berkeley have a typical attitude towards relationships with the black community: heavy
harassment of "suspicious" persons, including the killing of
two unarmed burglary suspects since 1967. With more than
a third of Berkeley's population black, the police are truly
an occupying army for the majority of the people who live
in that community. Moreover, until the Panthers moved
their national headquarters to neighboring Oakland, it appeared that the Berkeley police would have their chance to
become full-blown Green Berets by implementing their assault plan on the Panthers' top office.
•
^or large numbers of people, then, the police have
MJ
become the Number One problem. Perhaps bem
cause of this truly mass consciousness, Berkeley
-^has become the one city in America where people
are using the electoral process to take control over the police
force. Stemming from the United Front Against Fascism
conference in Oakland in 1969, a Berkeley committee has
collected enough voters' signatures to put community control of the police on the ballot. The referendum, if approved,
would divide the city into three sections: the black, the student/freak, and the white middle/upper class. These communities together would take control of the city's police. The
actual policemen would be required to live in the district
they serve, and would be subject to dismissal by their local
commission.
The chief result of such a reform would bf to lessen friction between the police and the community by destroying
the present occupier status of the police. The immediate
community would have increased vpice over the priorities of
law enforcement: Should the police, for instance, be making
hundreds of pot busts—as they do now—or should they concentrate instead on breaking up the distribution of harddrugs? Should the police be invading crash pads or should
they be taking monopoly landlords to court? Should the police be attacking demonstrators or warning merchants that
their criminal practices will make it impossible for their
property to be protected? Should they be covering their
tracks by "internal" investigations of police misbehavior, or
should they be investigating the shooting and beating of
demonstrators by county and state police?
The Establishment, ranging from the Berkeley police to
the San Francisco Chronicle, has reacted with horror to the
idea that radicals might succeed within the system. They
claim the reform would plunge Berkeley back "into the Dark
Ages" by enforcing segregation, fostering ward politics instead of "clean" city manager politics, and "politicizing" the
police. In fact, however, the- reform deals with reality and
threatens the pleasant myths of liberal Berkeley life. The
city is segregated, and not the ideal model of integration it
claims to be. City-manager government is a form of bureaucratic elitism far worse than a system based on direct election. The police are already politicized.
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The new system would make possible a margin of liberated territory. It would also spread the contagious idea of
"community control" to new areas: direct community control of stores and banks is only one example. It would be a
case of working through the system to break away certain
areas from the present condition of complete and direct
domination.
ike all positive reforms, however, community control
of police has built-in limits. First among these is the
fact that a local police force will never be allowed
' to cut away the standing of rich corporations, universities and other major international institutions with local
branches. If Berkeley passed the referendum, it would not
change the fact that the university (state) police have authority over the campus and a one-mile radius around it. When
crises occur, moreover, police from surrounding communities
can be sent into Berkeley under a "mutual aid agreement."
All a community-elected
police force could do in such
situations \i>ould be to stand in conflict with larger forces.
The idea of using the bourgeois parliamentary process to
institute direct democracy is also contradictory. The very
people most in need of police reform—the blacks, the street
people, the youth—cannot vote because of age, or criminal
status, or lack of othir qualifications. These people must be
organized, as is just beginning, through a Youth Coalition
which can serve the many real needs of the youth community without being diverted into the useless electoral channel.
In the meantime, the referendum is being put before Berkeley's voting electorate, a more conservative body than the
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NE OF THIS YEAR'S TOP awards for magazine advertising went to a stark and unusual recruiting comeon for the Berkeley Police Department. It showed
a huge badge and above it, in clean, block letters,
the slogan: "Join the Domestic Peace Corps."
The catchy display was the wOrk of San Francisco's
D'Arcy Advertising Company, and was presented to a mass
audience in the pages of Time magazine. It captured to perfection the inspiring legend of the sophisticated, liberal model
city, whose cops are dedicated to humane, progressive, professional law enforcement tactics.
The image has been carefully nurtured. The officers are
young and clean-cut, seeming gracious by comparison to the
thick-necked Oakland police next door (a good many of
whom are rednecks, recruited from the Deep South). The
Berkeley Department has style: of its 272 men, two-thirds
are under 40; each must have a minimum two years of
college (the Department maintained a close work-relationship with the University of California's Criminology Department) ; and all officers are expected to undergo 50 hoiirs
of outside training a year. Unlike any other police unit in
the Bay Area, Berkeley has a man assigned full time to press
relations. Its Community Relations Division coordinates
23 separate projects to develop special rapport with the
community.

O

Berkeley has insisted on standards that enable people like
City Manager William Hanley to declare, "The Berkeley
Police Department, in relation with the community, has prac-

youth but still more liberal than perhaps any other community in America. Their natural instinct is to prefer a conventional police force, although with a "review board" or
"ombudsman" grievance mechanism. However, such review
mechanisms are meaningless because they leave the power
of review in the hands of the same city government which
maintains the police. Through the referendum, the voting
community will have the radical alternative of bypassing the
city government to establish popular machinery for direct
control of an institution. A Berkeley majority voted for radicals like Bob Scheer in 1966 and Ron Dellums in 1970;
whether their politics goes beyond support of radical personalities to the very structure of power is an interesting question posed by the referendum.
Thus, the referendum becomes an interim step in radical
community organization in areas where mass white and
black coalitions are possible. It is an educational tool which
supplies a visionary answer to the community's needs. People
are being organized around the most dangerous and explosive of their problems—the police—and the measure's being
on the ballot guarantees that the police will be the most controversial issue in the community for the next year. It is control of the police that every Riot Commission has noted as
fundamental, and which no community coalition so far has
been willing and able to confront. Passage of the referendum will make peaceful change more possible; a close vote
will help in keeping the police caught in contradictions. And
if the measure should pass, but be struck down by Governor
Reagan and the courts, it will drive home once again the
necessity for revolutionary organization.

ticed, and has the reputation for practicing, the most equitable and humane brand of law enforcement in California—
and law enforcement in California is so far ahead of the rest
of the country, I don't think there's any question about its
being the best."
[I]

T

HE BERKELEY FORCE WAS BUILT almost single handedly by August Vollmer, who also founded the University of California's Criminology Department. In
fact, for nearly 30 years, the Criminology Department drew heavily from the Berkeley police for many of
its faculty members, while much of the police training program stemmed from the ideas of University criminologists.
If this close relationship has diminished over the past couple
of years, it is because academic criminologists suddenly find
themselves spending most of their time studying the way
police departments get out of control. It has led the faculty
to a new view of the Department they helped build. As Tony
Piatt, a professor of criminology, puts it, Berkeley had "the
best conceived Police Department in the country, put together [by the U.C. faculty] out of the best criminal science
they knew—and it didn't work."
The lower ranks in the Police Department have always had
little use for the "Domestic Peace Corps" epithet—it suggested a threat to their masculinity and tended to undermine
their own self-images as the last tough defense against perversion and rebellion. At first the city fathers did not share
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this hard-line attitude. They took enormous pride in the fact
that Berkeley was one of the nation's first cities to initiate
"modern city-manager style" government. They felt that
progressive professionalism in public administration would
enable Berkeley to avoid the fundamental cleavages showing
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up throughout the rest of American society.
The only trouble was that mid-way through the Sixties,
something happened to the college town they were supposed
to control: young Berkeleyans decided that their city would
be the first place where revolutionary people would build a
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liberated society for themselves. The city fathers saw themselves confronted by a direct challenge to a long liberal tradition which dictated the city's economic structure and system
of values. The logical question, of course, became, "How can
we pacify the insurgents?" Necessarily, they turned more
and more to the Police Department for answers.
ITY MANAGER HANLEY HAS NO misunderstanding of
who the "enemy" is. Noting that Berkeley has
"thousands of people living in communes and
affinity groups, bound up in drugs—the droppedout, freaked-out scene," he acknowledges that, "people involved in that kind of life are essentially asserting that the
writ of society doesn't run to their turf. They're setting up
their own rules and carving out liberated zones where the
writ of society generally doesn't run." To a lesser degree, a
second threat has emanated from the black community, located well away from the University, but activated by the
Black Panther Party when it established a national headquarters within a mile-and-a-half of the campus.
Still, the real challenge, represented by the drug scene and
white radicals, was concentrated along Telegraph Avenue
and the surrounding South Campus community. By 1967, it
was clear that the University's Master Plan of "sterilizing"
the South Campus area by buying up land, and on it building
research centers and high-rise dorms, could not solve the
"problem" of the youth culture. The Urban Renewal route,
whereby the South Campus would be classified a "blighted
area" in need of wholesale refurbishing, had already been
defeated by local businessmen, and this left but one alternative: force as many people as possible into conformity and
make life intolerable for the rest of them. The police would
be the logical agents for the transmogrification of Berkeley.
Chief William Beall and his men were left to accomplish
what the forces of sweetness and light in City Hall could not.
And the history of the next four years would show that not
only was nobody controlling the Berkeley police, but the
force itself was coming closer than any other municipal
agency to running Berkeley. Most importantly, it was the
police, under the direction of Chief Beall and his successor
Bruce Baker, who set the escalating levels of confrontation
whereby more and more people came to be wounded,
maimed or killed.

C
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HE FIRST FULL-FLEDGED POLICE assault On Berkeley's South Campus bohemia came in January,
1966, when Chief Beall initiated a program of Intensive Police Patrol (IPP) along Telegraph Avenue.
In addition to officers on the regular beat system, the area
was to be saturated by pairs of patrolmen during afternoon
and evening shifts. JPP coincided directly with both Robert
Scheer's anti-war campaign for the U.S. Congress, and the
proliferation of the drug culture on Telegraph Avenue. Both
the street people and the campaign workers were constantly
stopped, searched, questioned and otherwise harassed. Few
major arrests resulted, for that was not the purpose of
the patrol; instead, jaywalking, loitering, and violation of
amplifier ordinances were constant sources of citation. Beall
explained the patrols: "The theory behind [them] is that if

you make your policemen as visible as possible, and if they
are strict in the enforcement of the law, then you are going
to cut down crime in the area because that one-out-of-a-hundred who is a criminal, is sooner or later going to encounter
the policeman in some kind of a situation, and when he does
this, he is going to leave. This is what you hope to achieve by
saturating an area and chasing out the hoodlum element."
To support the Department's intensive patrol program, 41
new positions were added to the force by the Berkeley city
government. The total Berkeley police budget was doubled
between 1967 and 1970, rising from $1.8 million to $3.2
million. Over the same period, however, there was a 65 per
cent increase in major criminal offenses (including all varieties of burglary, robbery and theft, rape, murder and manslaughter) and a five per cent decrease in arrests for these
offenses. There were twice as many police and a lot more
crime. What were the officers doing? They were following
their own instincts as to the sort of crime Berkeley had to
be protected from by increasing drug busts in the period by
231 per cent. But even that great leap forward was not
enough, and by 1969, Chief Beall complained to the sympathetic Berkeley Gazette that, "Neither mass arrests nor harassment techniques could make a dent in the (drug) problem" plaguing South Campus.

B

EALL AND HIS LIEUTENANTS had known, of course,
that IPP was only a temporary measure, but one
which would provide the personnel to handle the
inevitable backlash that the continual police harrassment was breeding in the South Campus community. In
fact, the Department was following what became a regular
pattern of tactical and technological stockpiling, where preparations for each new offensive began well before the previous one had run its course.
So it was that the first full-scale police riot in a white college community erupted at the end of June, 1968. For a solid
week, a gauze of teargas hung over the city. It was a prelude
in quarter time to the melee of Chicago that was to follow a
month-and-a-half later, and the first point at which police
were to be universally labeled among the youth culture as
"pigs." One of the people who recalls the scene best is Ray
Jennings, minister of Berkeley's First Baptist Church. It was
about 7:30 P.M., June 28, when he and his four kids—Jennings and his family had just arrived in Berkeley to begin
his ministry—walked up to Telegraph Avenue for cokes.
"We walked up the block and there was a rally going on.
[It had been organized by the Young Socialist Alliance in
support of students suffering repression in France.] I said
to the youngsters—of course they had never seen anything
like this—'Here: see democracy at thegrass - roots level.' We
stood there on the corner, and pretty soon Mayor [Wallace]
Johnson walked by. I introduced him to my family and he
even commented about the fact that it was kind of quiet
and the crowd was diminishing. At this point I had no
idea that they [the YSA] had asked for and been denied a
permit to close the street for a raUy. Chief Beall walked up.
He greeted me and went on. We then went up to the restaurant and stepped out a few minutes later to find the streets
had been filled by police.
"From Telegraph almost all the way up to College [two
full blocks] almost all you could see were policemen in uni-
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form and helmets. A couple other ministers spotted me and
told me it looked like we were going to have trouble, that we
might have to form a clergy phalanx between the police and
the people.
"I suggested that we talk to the officers, so we spoke to one
of the captains and told him, "This thing is dissipating and if
you hold off, it'll be OK.' 'Is that all you have to say?' he
asked. 'Then the conversation's over.' Dick York [minister
of the Berkeley Free Church], several other ministers and I
joined hands. It was just then that this captain swung his club
down and hit the mailbox next to me. I can still hear it hit
the metal and I know it would have killed me if it had hit my
head."
A few minutes later the police attacked the dispersing
crowd with teargas and clubs, setting the stage for what has
become a familiar Berkeley drama.
[HI]

T

HE CONTRADICTION BETWEEN A GREATLY i n c r e a s e d

(and dangerous) police presence and an increase in
real crimes and victims plagues Berkeley's black
community. Policemen have not made the same
kind of all-out assaults they have on the Telegraph Avenue
street culture, but they do come into the black community
on what can best be described as guerrilla operations. Take
the case of Harriet and Fred Smith (they are not related) in
July, 1968. They had been with friends who were posting
notices on Sacramento Street, announcing an upcoming
ceremony for students graduating from Merritt College's
Afro-American studies program. Harriet lent her friends
some tape, then, with Fred, walked around the block to her
mother's home, where a stack of the notices lay. (Though
she had not posted any signs on utility poles herself, she had
placed four in local shop windows.) Within minutes, police
arrived at the house to question her about the notices. She
told the police to wait on the front porch while she went to
answer the telephone. But instead, more police arrived,
searched through her purse for identification and pushed
their way into the house. Immediately Harriet's mother, who
was 65. told the officers, "Give me my daughter's purse."
One of the policemen grabbed her mother, twisted her arm
behind her back, and bent her thumb backwards to her wrist.
"Leave my mother alone," Harriet yelled at them. Then she
dialed the telephone operator, gave her address, and said,
"The police are killing my mother." Before she could finish
her call, one of the officers grabbed the receiver and broke
it over her head. Then the police "Maced" the three of them
plus four children who were visiting. Later, one of the patrolmen claimed to have signaled Harriet to stop putting up
"illegal" posters, but since the street was divided, he was unable to bring his car over to her. 'When she "ignored" him,
he decided to call for extra support.
A full-scale public hearing before the City Council followed in the Civic Auditorium, and even City Manager Hanley admitted the patrolman had engaged in "improper behavior." The official response was a verbal reprimand for
unprofessional conduct.
By the spring of 1969, during the battle for People's Park,
it was clear that the police state emerging in the East Bay had
raised the ante once more: one student was shot and killed.

another blinded and countless others terrorized by indiscriminate beatings, arrests and teargassings by overhead helicopters. But this terrorism seemed only to mobilize more students than ever, and had the added ill-effect of relinquishing
command of the police forces to the notorious Alameda
County Sheriff's Department, headed by Sheriff Frank Madigan. The Berkeley force was not happy to see things get out
of their hands, even though the occasion resulted in greater
violence against demonstrators. "They get upset when the
Alameda County Sheriffs come in swinging clubs," U.C.
professor Tony Piatt points out, "not because they don't
want kids beaten, but because it's crude, not craftsmanlike."
The tactics of 1969 were clearly a flaw, for the end effect
of the People's Park controversy was exactly the reverse of
the police's stated aim to clear out the South Campus.
Instead (and anticipating the ecology groundswell) there was
almost instant national sympathy, led by Newsweek Magazine, for the kids out in Berkeley who were just trying to
build a park.
But this failure did not lead the police to retreat or set
aside time to re-think strategy or objectives. Rather, they
responded by escalating the level of force and violence. After
1969, the force had the highest target number of officers
ever; they had two years' experience in using teargas and
began the heaviest crackdown yet on the people and the institutions of the South Campus community.

E

ARLY ON SATURDAY EVENING of July 4 , 1970, t h e

police decided to make good on one of their oldest
threats and beat up Reverend Dick York, minister of the Berkeley Free Church. York had been
at a block party about a mile away from the Telegraph Avenue strip most of the afternoon. Told that a confrontation
was about to erupt on the Avenue as a result of "Independence" celebrations, he decided to go over and act as an observer. By the time he arrived, it looked like he could have
little impact on the situation, so he and his wife, Melinda,
decided to walk back to their car. They were several blocks
from the nearest "action" when two unidentified, riot-geared
patrolmen pulled up and jumped out of an unmarked car.
One of them said, "Run, Reverend, Run!" York and his wife
ran in different directions, and both police chased him. They
caught him, got him to the ground and beat him on the head
and elbow with their clubs.
His head bleeding badly from three separate wounds,
York managed to get help from his friend, Berkeley realtor
Arlene Slaughter, who called black City Councilman Warren
Widener. Widener urged them to make a formal complaint,
to "give the system a chance." York was too badly hurt to go,
but Widener, accompanied by Melinda York and Arlene
Slaughter, went to the police station to make the complaint.
When they explained the nature of the complaint to the
officer in charge, he became belligerent, left and in a few
minutes returned to tell them that no complaints could be
accepted until the following Monday^—a direct violation of
stated Department policy. When they protested, the officer
demanded identification from them, obviously not recognizing Widener. When they refused to produce driver's licenses,
they were threatened with arrest and kicked out of the police
station. Widener immediately called City Manager Hanley,
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who under the city-manager system is the only man with the
authority to fire city employees. Hanley, who had been sleeping soundly, came down to the police station at Councilman
Widener's insistence and the police took the complaint.
Two months after the incident, the police still refused to
disclose the disposition of their investigation to York or
Widener on the grounds that a potential civil suit by York
entitled them to keep their findings secret. Widener also filed
a complaint against officer Mark Howard for his conduct in
first refusing the complaint, and Howard received a verbal
reprimand for unprofessional conduct.
The City Manager simply found the whole case annoying and, though he would deny it publicly, told one news reporter he thought Dick York had it coming to him because
he is not just the head of an avant-garde, unorthodox church
which celebrates life in a general way; his church, with its
switchboard, free food, and crash pad programs is on a "mission to youth" for the entire South Campus community.
"Every time we've tried to cooperate with the police, they
have double-crossed us," says Otto Smith, a U.C. professor
of Electrical Engineering and Free Church board chairman.
"They said, 'Tell us where your medical clinics are during
riots and we'll let them alone.' The next time there was a
confrontation, they broke the windows and gassed us."
It was one of these double-crosses that put Free Clinic
Medical Director Russ Nichols in the hospital for two weeks,
following a relatively small confrontation last May 5th. Just
a year before, three teargas canisters had been lobbed inside the clinic. To prevent it from happening again. Chief
Baker wrote Nichols urging that the clinic be well marked—
a huge red cross was subsequently affixed to the building—
and people be posted outside during demonstrations to keep
non-patients from using it as a "refuge."
Light trashing had gone on throughout the afternoon of
May 5th. Following Baker's suggestion. Nichols and five
medics stood outside the door of the Clinic. A squad of
police charged them, claiming they constituted an illegal,
riotous gathering. Nichols and all five medics were severely
beaten. The police quickly left. When someone from outside
the building threw a bottle toward them, several police
charged again, beating Nichols and the staffs a second time;
some patrolmen forced their way into the Clinic where they
beat everyone, including two patients awaiting treatment on
examination tables. When Nichols re-entered the Clinic to
ask the police their purpose, he was clubbed on the head,
shoulder and leg.
That afternoon Nichols tried to file a grievance complaint
at the police station. It was refused. The Rev. Ray Jennings,
who saw most of the incident from his Baptist Church, called
in a complaint that was accepted. Several weeks later, when
the police informed Jennings the investigation was complete, he still had not been interviewed about the incident,
nor had at least 14 other eyewitnesses. After three-and-onehalf months, Nichols had been told nothing about his case
by any of the city's investigating officials. In an interview.
City Manager Hanley declared, his voice seething with controlled rage, "I don't believe, the chief doesn't believe, no
captain, no police officer believes in just bursting in and
beating heads of patients. I know Goddamned well it didn't
happen. The wildest allegations were fabricated out of whole
cloth."

[IV]

T

HE BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT, f a l l i n g b a c k o n

its liberal credentials whenever a controversy is
raised by its behavior, always recites a litany of
"firsts" it has achieved, beginning with the fact that
it was the first city police force in the nation to require psychiatric screenings of prospective candidates. But there is
another roll-call of firsts it never calls out:
—First to apply massive use of the potent CS gas (the
U.S. Army even avoids its use against the Vietcong) on its
citizens for crowd control;
—First to install automatic pepper gas dispensers on
patrol cars—thus allowing officers to dispense great amounts
of gas while they stay inside with the windows rolled up and
pick out suitable targets for attack;
—First to use non-lethal wooden bullets (the worst they'll
do is shatter bones) suggested by a visiting Hong Kong police chief;
—First to stock bean-bag ammunition, to be fired on unruly demonstrators so they may be knocked to the ground
but not killed on contact.
In its own special way the Berkeley Police Department
has become a laboratory for modern police tactics and technology. Community Relations Director Crook, who quaindy
enough also investigates complaints, glows with a warm
smile as he relates how some of the boys volunteered to be
the first "guinea pigs" with the bean-bags before the Department bought them. "We're not about to go out on the streets
with something we don't know what it's going to do," he
says. As to being hit by a bean-bag, "It smarts; it's more like
getting the wind knocked out of you, like a shoulder block."
He makes it sound like rough house fun. It's not just the
Berkeley police, moving in inverse relationship to the Movement, that has spurred on its development as a laboratory
for repression. Berkeley is also the international headquarters for the George F. Cake Corporation, whose motto is,
"Everything for Law Enforcement," and which is the largest
distributor of police equipment in the nation. Sporting a
244-page catalog advising its customers to "order from the
office-warehouse nearest you," the company has offices in
Los Angeles, Baltimore, Honolulu, Dallas, Chicago and Atlanta. The overseas division is called Technipol International
Corporation. The catalog includes everything from "comealong" twister handcuffs ("invaluable in subduing violent
prisoners") to .22 Magnums and Seminal Fluid Testing kits.
The Berkeley Police Department has an even stronger ally
in the University of California. In two years, U.C.'s police
force has doubled from a June, 1968, level of 42 men to its
present size of 85 men—one of the largest campus forces in
the nation. There is a constant patrol of uniformed police
through all the main traffic centers of the campus, and patrol
cars regularly drive through Sproul Plaza, made famous
years ago by the Free Speech Movement.
A s BOTH POLITICAL ACTIVITY and the concomitant
i \
police harassment have increased since FSM,
/ % the University of California administration has
-*- - ^ spent more and more of its time wondering how
to beef up its police operations, while at the same time curbRAMPARTS 19
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ing the increase of what former Berkeley Vice Chancellor
Earl Cheit labelled "those scummy, long-haired freaks on
the Avenue." Underlying their concern has been a longestablished preference for "home rule" on the campuses
(i.e., excluding outside police as long as possible), a principle for which Governor Ronald Reagan has never had
much enthusiasm and which he has consistently negated
by declaring a "state of emergency," thus removing power
from campus officials.
To try to solve this problem, the Regents hired Addison
Fording and John Holstrom, both former Berkeley police
chiefs, to study police needs for the entire University and
present a report by Marcji, 1969. An early progress report
recommended adoption of the minimum standards of the
Commission on Police Officer Standards and Training—a
recommendation efTected September 1, 1969. In effect that
meant that campus police officers would become indistinguishable from any other police in the state, and that both
their training and job expectations would be the same. In
a later report, the Commission recommended establishing a
Coordinator of Police Services, responsible directly to the
University President, and with jurisdiction over all police
on each of the nine campuses.
Who did the University happen to choose to be the new
coordinator? "It was just a fortuitous event that [Berkeley's]
Chief Beall just happened to be retiring at the same time
the position of coordinator was made up at the University,"
Lt. Crook recalls with a pensive smile. Although Beall denies
the charge, researchers on the Berkeley campus claim the
campus police hired upwards of 50 undercover agents to
grow their hair long or natural and grow beards over the
summer. In February, Berkeley Police Chief Baker admitted
that one of his men had assumed an alias to allow him to infiltrate the Berkeley Radical Student Union, YSA and SDS.
Baker then went on to say that radical groups in Berkeley
advocating revolution can expect to undergo attempts at infiltration by undercover police.
Among the campus police arsenal of intelligence weapons
are shot-gun microphones, used to pick up distant conversations, and video-tape cameras to record rallies and demonstrations. Because an important part of this process is collection of video-tapes of "radical activities ."student radicals feel
that it is clearly part of the program initiated in 1969 by the
Pentagon to monitor certain cities for counter-insurgency
information. Chief Beall denies that dossiers are kept on students, but he admits that "stop cards" issued to students on
campus are "made a matter of record." One gains a certain
perspective from the fact that California initiated a computerized information retrieval system, linking every police
agency in the state, so that a patrolman need only wait about
seven seconds for checks from state enforcement agencies.
A few more seconds will give him data from the National
Crime Information Center in Washington.
[V]
VEN THOUGH SOME 20,000 Berkeley citizens signed
a petition which would amend the city charter
and place control of the police force under elected
boards in each major neighborhood. City Manager
Hanley refuses to see a "crisis in police-community rela-
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tions." At 48, Hanley works hard to cultivate the image of
the trim, cool-headed crisis manager; but at times the facade
cracks, as it did not long ago in an interview at his office. His
jaws clenched, his entire body constricted by the myth he so
desperately wants to believe, he inched off the corner of his
tall leather swivel chair, half-pleading, half-demanding, "just
go down to the Department and see what kind of men those
officers are. I'd rest my whole case on what kind of people
they are. That's just how strong my convictions are about
them."
As for an ACLU report documenting just half a year's
worth of citizen complaints about police misconduct, he
dismisses those who compiled it as "well-intentioned people"
who have "just walked right through the looking glass." The
National Committee to Combat Facism, which has coordinated the petition fight and has now gone to court to force
the City Council to place it on the ballot for the November
elections, Hanley dismisses as malevolent radicals out to
destroy his city. When a secret police attack plan on the
Black Panther Party (which first initiated the police control
petition) was exposed by the Berkeley underground press
nearly a year ago, Hanley confirmed its existence, but passed
it off as only of a "preliminary, contingent" nature.
A year ago, the police sealed off their operations from
any public scrutiny by denying even the "straight" press
access to its report files. When an authorized person asks for
a police report, the Department's "press officer" scans it,
reading off whatever he thinks "appropriate and of interest." A Berkeley citizens' group protested this manipulation
of information before the City Council, but Hanley said the
new policy was "strictly an administrative action" requiring
no sanction from the Council.
The pofice initiated their new press policy last year with
an attempt at smearing Joe Brooks, the director of Berkeley's
Economic Opportunity Office; they "revealed" that he was
"impHcated" in a grand larceny case and had a "previous
record." When pressed by reporters, the police backed down,
claiming they had confused him with "another" Joe Brooks.
The "confusions," the beatings, the surveillance, and the
elimination of any public scrutiny of police actions have
formed the foundation of repressive social control in Berkeley. It is the fate of a city, working in the best American
tradition of liberal public administration, that decided to
make war on its people, and could only do so by transforming its police into the tools of fascism. More than that, it is
a warning to America: Berkeley has become a laboratory
not only for the tools and tactics of police control, but also
for the kind of sophisticated, "professional" camouflages under which police repression can be disguised.
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stronger each year. In the expansion of their control
over all elements of the city's life, they have shown
no hesitancy in grasping onto any event or exploiting
any situation to further consolidate their own power—including even the death of one of their own members. In midAugust Ronald Tsukamoto, a 28-year-old patrolman born in
a Japanese relocation camp, was shot and killed one night
while issuing a traffic citation. According to the police, someone had pulled up to the patrolman while he was writing the
citation, begun to talk to him and then drawn a gun and
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shot him.
Within hours of the shooting, Chief Bruce Baker labeled
it a "political killing," lashing out at Huey Newton and Tom
Hayden for having "sown the seeds of hate and violence."
Ronald Tsukamoto's death should have signaled the urgency
of bringing the police force into line with the community it

" T ^ on Charles, a 29-year-old black
r ^
man, was a tough cop in the
-*- V Berkeley Police
Department
for 23 months and eight days. Now he
is active in the struggle to bring the
police department under
community
control.
Shortly after returning to active duty
in September, 1969 (following an accident incurred on the force), he was
asked to resign because, among other
things, he had mentioned the possibility of organizing a black policeman's
union. Though he never resigned and
has never officially been fired, he has
not served on the force since November
8,1969.
Ron talked with RAMPARTS about
what he experienced and saw during the
routine operations of one of the nation's most respected police departments. His experiences
demonstrate
both the deep-seated racism within the
Department and the continual police
policy of catering to the needs of the
local business establishment. They also
give insight into the professional attitudes of the Berkeley police—the attitudes which motivate their daily activities, and which show an utter disregard for the integrity and needs of the
people.
*
*
*
~W"W^ ^ hy did you decide to go into
^ / ^ / ^ the Berkeley Police Departf f
ment?
I had three years of college but I'd been
out of school for five years and I
worked at the Post Office handling mail
like a damn slave. Bills and things
were really going down on me and I
said to myself they [the police] pay
$800 a month, and it can't be that bad.
I just needed to have two years of college, take a psychiatric examination and
I could be working in one of the best
departments in the nation.
I had an interview, but they didn't
want to hire me. Then they called me
in again, gave me another interview and
passed me. But they told me, "Well,

is supposed to serve. Instead, hauling up the corpse of the
dead patrolman as his platform. Baker proceeded to launch
his strongest tirade yet against the struggle of citizens to gain
democratic, local control over the police—thus setting the
stage for a new official escalation of an already repressive
domestic war.

you know, we have a thing about everybody sticking together. Would you be
willing to shave your mustache off.
We'll accept you if you shave your
mustache off."
I said to myself, "You got these
damned pressures on you and you need
this change: it's something really happening." Nobody else was really eager
for me to take the job. My family was
against it. Everybody was against it, so
I did it.
What kind of assignments were you
given when you joined the Police Department?
I got on and immediately they put me
with Dave Schrimp, who was a red hot
go-getter—supposedly one of the best
cops they had. Dave [who now is an
FBI agent in Oklahoma City] and I
went out on the street for two months,
and during the month of May, 1968, we
made 96 arrests; in June, we made 104
arrests—200 arrests in two months.
The Berkeley Police Department has
never, and this is a fact, had a two-man
team make that many arrests within
two months.
For three days a week we'd go to
Aquatic Park from about 4:30 to 7:30
in the evening. That's where a lot of
[homosexual] fellows go and stand
around in the Johns and the bushes to
meet other fellows. On the west side of
the park, near the toilets, is where they
meet, and sometimes they sit in their
cars. The Police Department has a real
thing about being puritans and "protecting little children" and all sorts of
weird hangups.
The cops go down there every day.
We'd go down and often other twoman teams would be around. But Dave
got a real kick out of "working queers."
There has never been anybody on the
Berkeley Police Department that has
arrested as many so-called homosexuals as this man. He was to the point
where he would arrest one a day, and
sometimes as many as four or five. I

watched him personally because he was
supposed to be training me. He'd actually bait and entice people just as if he
was homosexual in order to make an
arrest. We got some resisting charges
down there, too. Sometimes you'd
catch a guy with an aspirin in his pocket but without a prescription. That's
an excuse to arrest him. We'd put an
extra charge on him if he'd try to run or
get away. Schrimp showed me how to
go to the absolute extreme with this
bullshit; but this is what he did every
day.
Every summer evening after dark,
we'd go up to Telegraph Avenue to
work narcotics. We were always in
plainclothes, often unshaved and unkempt in some sort of way. We'd go
up to a guy and ask him, "Hey, you got
anything for sale, man?" Or else you'd
stand around and watch some guy sell
to somebody and then you'd try to grab
both of them. I'd grab the seller and
Schrimp would get the buyer. Then
you'd whomp them, pack them around
the corner, and get some assistance to
take them to jail. It's a real game, you
know—never attacking the real problem of drugs, but just getting out and
arresting people.
We did make a few good arrests,
though. One night we caught some
guys from Pinole and El Cerrito—
young kids from 16 to 19 who would go
up on the [Telegraph] Avenue and
pick up street people hitchhiking.
They'd get them in the car, take them
wherever they wanted to go, and then
proceed to take their knives out and
cut their hair off.
We were driving down the street and
all of a sudden we noticed a fight in
this car and one guy get out and starts
running. Then the other guy gets out
and starts to beat him down to the
ground. So we cruise up, pistols drawn,
the whole bit, stopping everybody. They
had cut this guy's hair and he had tried
to stop them.
These guys had been doing this stuff
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for a couple of months, and it was very
seldom that a case would be reported.
So I figured well, hell, this is a pretty
good save. We found out later that one
of the kid's dad is a contractor, supposed to be a red-blooded American
boy. and they supposedly weren't doing
too much wrong. They went to court
and got probation and all sorts of things
simply because the Police Department
Juvenile Bureau made a deal that they
weren't doing anything except hurting
some no-good hippies. They say. '"We
can't really hold it against these kids."
• y 'W'ow would you describe the role
m M of the police in street confron-*- -*- tations over the last two years?
I think the people should be aware of
what goes on in these so-called civil
disturbances. A certain element in the
city, led by Chief Baker and a few other
people, almost forced the University
to put that [People's Park] fence up.
The University did not decide to do that
until it felt a lot of pressure from the
powers in Berkeley and the State of
California. There was surveillance and
constant patrol by the Police Department designed to create a confrontation. The day before that fence went
up, I worked from 3:30 until midnight;
at 12:00 P.M. everybody was issued
riot gear and was held in the station.
The whole Department was in the
squad room by 3:00 in the morning: we
were in full riot gear, getting a pep
talk. We were issued teargas, everything. They said not to back off from
anything, but to make a big show of
power. Today we are going to crush
them. That was the gist of Captain
(Charlie) Plummer's conversation to
the troops. It was like, "We're the last
stronghold against the Commies. Berkeley's where we're going to have to
make the stand, 'cause the Commies
have chosen this to be the place."
The people of Berkeley and of California should be aware that these
things are happening. They're not in
control of the protectors of life and
property. For example, in the disturbance in September of 1968. it was very
obvious that even many people inside
the Police Department were not aware
of a lot of police action. Specifically,
many of the members of the Police Department did not know that ten of the
toughest men of the Berkeley Police
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Department, together with ten Alameda
Deputy Sheriffs, were chosen to go out
in plainclothes, with no identification.
We met at the Golden Gate Fields
parking lot in grubby clothes, with
blackjacks, choke chains, sharp knives,
with no badges, no police identification
—strictly in plainclothes to go out and
counter people who were objecting to
whatever the police department was
doing.
In the process of doing this, we
were away from the Police Department
for over one week; we had no physical
contact at the Department, no entering
the parking lot, and no phone calls from
the Department. Orders were by telephone, but not through the station
phones; they were called in to two
men's houses (one of which was Dave
Schrimp's house on Grant Avenue in
Oakland), and that's how we found
out what areas to work in and what to
do.

\
'
j
I

The daily job was to be out where
the population, and even the members
of the Department did not know where
you were and what you were doing. The
people should question how a man
without a badge, without proper identification, without a uniform is going
to "protect life and property," People
should question why vehicles were
taken into secluded places and the
license plates taken off and out-of-state
plates—which are kept in the police department in the fourth platoon—then
wired or attached to the vehicle. These
license plates can't even be traced by
the Highway Patrol. This whole squad
of 20 men had access to these vehicles.
After the incident of the plainclothesmen being on the street, I went into the
station a week later and checked the
records of cases reported during this
period of time. Many of the cases were
malicious damage to vehicles and property and some simple assaults on citizens. None of these cases had been
solved, even though they were in areas
where there were no riot problems at
all. It's very strange that most of the
victims of these cases were people who
had signs in their windows (or on their
bumpers) saying "Free Huey" or "Boycott Grapes" or other citizen action
slogans. A collection of upwards of 50
cases were recorded during that period
of five to ten days. None of the victims of these crimes were supporters of
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the Police Department or right-wing or
so-called upstanding citizens. They all
had some kind of sign to state that they
were against the status quo.
At other times, when there's been a
disturbance in the Telegraph Avenue
area, I have seen tacks in bags, I've
seen broken glass in bags, where members of the Department have taken it
on themselves to spread these objects
on the street to cut street peoples' feet.
I saw one fellow do it, but not in uniform of course, and on his own time.
'r\id
you, as a black policeman,
M I experience any racist behavior
J-J^
within the Police Department?
One thing happened during Warren
Widener's campaign for city council in
1969. Warren and I went to high school
together; he was a senior when I was a
sophomore. He stayed a block-and-ahalf down the same street I lived on.
We ran on the same track team. I put
two of his stickers on my car, "Warren
Widener, City Council." Then I put
one on my locker in the Police Department. Some cat came by and asked me
if I was aware that Widener was for
community control of the Police
Department. I said, "Yeah, I'm aware
of it." I went to some campaign meetings, as a matter of fact. I didn't go out
and ring doorbells or anything, but I
mean I supported the cat. I had a right
to. But the Department didn't like that.
One afternoon I went into the lockerroom to change clothes for work; staring at me on the door of my locker
was a picture of a monkey, hanging
by its tail. So I was kind of jacked up.
I just tore it down, put it in the trash
can, and went up and told the lieutenant, "Hey man, things are happening,
and if I catch somebody doing this,
there's going to be some trouble." He
said, "Well, you know how guys are.
We might have a guy and never know
where he's at." I said. "You're supposed
to know where he's at if you're going
to give him a psychiatric examination
and all that background stuff before
you hire him."
Another time, Jim Quinne—the oldest black man in the Department, he'd
been there seven years—came in hot as
a firecracker, tie went over and told
Captain Plummer that if he heard the
expression "T.N.A."—typical nigger
action—again, he was going to be in

touch with the FCC, the Justice Department, and a whole lot of places.
When you come on the air to get a
clearance for your next assignment,
you have to say "I need more cover,"
or "I need some more men to help me,"
or "assignment over," and they'll ask
you what happened. So these cats got
in the habit of labeling a housecall
where a family is fighting, or a bunch of
Berkeley High kids are ruckusing down
the street, or whatever blacks are involved in, "T.N.A." That's not any professional talk to use on the air. And in
the station, they were saying it like that,
too. So Plummer had to come out of his
office, over the lieutenant's head and
call everybody together to run that
down to them. He said: "We had some
trouble today. From now on if the expression 'T.N.A.' is used in a radio
transmission in this Department, the
guy that uses it will be automatically
suspended. The second time he uses it,
he will be fired." You got black policemen out here in the street, and this kind
of thing is going down day in and day
out. That gives you an indication of
where the Department is at as far as
blacks are concerned.

policemen (counting University cops)
patrolling the campus area, the Telegraph Avenue area and the white business establishment area, while down on
Sacramento Street [black Berkeley] holy
hell turns loose? The people are at the
mercy of the bad guys. Narcotics are so
big, it's like so open, they stand on the
sidewalk and deal. The cops don't stop
down there. Until I got that beat, no
cop would park his car there and get
out by himself. All the bad asses, the
really tough cops, you couldn't get them
to get out in the street there by themselves. Up on the Avenue, they can do
their thing without fear, but they won't
go down to Sacramento Street with the
blacks and do that shit.

JT^y January, 1969, Ron had spent
f ^
14 months in the Berkeley Po- * - ^ lice Department. He'd seen homosexuals entrapped, long-haired kids
harassed, and had himself born constant racial slurs. It was then that his
aunt was selected for the Alameda
County Grand Jury, part of whose job
it was to interview Berkeley Police Lt.
Darrell Hickman about the Department's activities. She asked Ron what
kind of things she ought to be aware
of in talking to Hickman and what she
ought to ask about:
I told her one of the things she should
ask him is why the Berkeley police don't
investigate any type of organized crime
in the city. There has never been a dynamic investigation of any type of labor machines or organized crime, the
Mafia or anything. There is almost no
admission that the Mafia or anybody
has a hand anywhere around here. Not
that I give a damn personally—I think
the thing is so far out of hand, it's ridiculous. It involves cops, and those guys
is just bad guys fighting bad guys.
Why, for instance are there 35-40

So my aunt, she asked Hickman all
that, point blank. Hickman came right
back to the Police Department, and the
next morning, as I was coming in and
he was coming out of the office, we happened to meet. He said, "Hey, Ron, I
met your aunt the other day." I said,
"Oh, yeah? She's a hell of a girl isn't
she?" He just said, "Yeah." That was
the end of our conversation, but I had
gotten the message; the heat was on.
It was like he was saying, "You fed her
some questions and she started raising
some questions we can't answer. You're
giving out information. That's no
good."
Later, somebody on the staff even
asked me whose side I was on—like the
side of the Department against the people. I said, "One, I'm on my own side;
two, on the side of the people; and then,
if you want to know about the Police
Department, if it's right, I'm on its side."

I told my aunt to ask him about all
this roving around and training with
riot gear and teargas in September,
1968. and if it was actually a prelude
to the kind of confrontation we would
have if the Black Panthers could raise
support from South and West Berkeley.
The police could get a lot of practice
whipping heads and be ready for the
Panthers—they could smooth the operation out by practicing up on the
Avenue where it didn't really matter.
Nobody ain't shooting up on the
Avenue.

Has the police department formulated
any special plans directed against radical black organizations like the Black
Panthers?

The fourth platoon (which is the department's own "Special Forces" unit)
does all sorts of things. Like they go
around and count how many two- and
three-story buildings there are so in
case they have to do any shooting,
they're going to get the high ground and
shoot down on folks. And they want to
know how many trap doors lead to the
roofs, what angles there are and all sorts
of other information. The Panthers are
doing stuff too. The force got word that
the Panthers had inside information on
the Police Department—like how to
get inside and rip them off. So naturally they decided to run down and get
some information from a few black
federal agents who infiltrated the Panthers. And man, they know how thick
the glass is on the Panther office windows, how thick the bricks are in the
wall, how many doors there are, how
many air vents and everything. Then
they pull all this information together
from all their sources, they check it out,
and then they draw up a plan as to
what kind of gun would be needed to
blow a certain door down and how
many men would be needed to do it;
how many men do you think you're going to lose if you take a place, and how
many you have to kill to justify the men
you lose.
One night I stayed out on surveillance in my private car for eight hours,
watching to see if the Panthers brought
guns in or out. We were supposed to
try and catch them transporting some
illegal weapons, but I looked at it this
way: I just have eight hours to do and
I'm sitting here. I won't tell them anything they don't already know, but I
know it doesn't make any difference
whether I tell or not. They have other
cats that are watching me, and they
have other cats that are watching the
building. So I sat there. Nothing happened that time so far as I know.
But anyway, I want to show you how
cold they are. In the neighborhood
around the Panther office—to the
North or off to the rear—they ask people, "Can we come into your house and
watch this place. You know there are
some bad guys over there in that Panther headquarters and we have to keep
them under control, you know." The
police know everything that happens in
that area. Everything.
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From Dustbowl To Saigon:
The
"Peoples Bank"
Builds an Empire
"It is no myth that A. P. Giannini, founder of
Bank of America, was truly the little fellow's
friend, the little fellow's banker."
— B A N K OF AMERICA 1950 ANNUAL REPORT

N FEBRUARY 25, 1970, a crowd of angry students
from the University of California in Santa Barbara drove the police out of the student ghetto
called Isla Vista and burned to the ground the
local branch of the Bank of America.
"When asked what they had against the Bank of America," the San Francisco Chronicle reported, "students replied without elaboration that the bank 'supports the war in
Vietnam.' " Said a 17-year-old bank-burner: "Well, it was
there . . . the biggest capitalist establishment thing around."
The world's biggest bank, with assets of $25.3 billion,
instantly mounted a $340,000 advertising blitz to denounce
the burning of the $400,000 branch as "mindless violence."
"We are but one bank, but we have decided to take our
stand in Isla Vista," proclaimed the spunky financial behemoth in full-page ads around the country. The Isla Vista
branch was quickly re-opened in trailers, while construction
started on a new'brick building, bigger than ever, with a
new police station across the street.
The fact is, the mighty bank was stunned. Although the
loss of the Isla Vista branch was negligible (the B of A still
had 954 branches left in California, and another hundred
in 75 countries around the world), the wound to the image cut deep. For the Bank of America, from the beginning an upstart and pariah to the old banking elite, had
based its whole historic rise on its identification as the
"people's bank." Its public face was its fortune. The Isla
Vista branch itself had been a special experimental operation for the marketing research department to learn how
to build a winning popular image among the new 17 to 25
generation.

O

In the aftermath of Isla Vista, the people's bank was being linked to everything from ecological plunder, to Vietnam, inflation, labor exploitation, usury, imperialism, and
racism. Bank executives decided to deny everything. Twenty
days after the burning, Bank President A. W. "Tom" Clausen
made front-page news at the shareholder's annual meeting
by denying that Bank of America (1) profited from the
Vietnam war, (2) repressed farm labor, (3) exploited underdeveloped countries, (4) supported racism, or (5) possessed inordinate power over the American economy. Clau-

sen even denied that the bank (6) "represented the capitalist establishment." All of it, said Clausen, was "pernicious
propaganda." He barkened back to the legend of A. P.
Giannini, founder of the "Little Fellow's Bank": "It is
ironic, indeed, that the bank chosen for attack was founded
to serve the common man. In its sixty-five years of existence. Bank of America has always maintained A. P. Giannini's philosophy that this bank would serve the needs of all
the people, not just a privileged few."
[ GOLD FROM THE MELTING POT ]
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UT THE HEROIC UNDERDOG saga of Giannini and his
bank, unquestionably one of the most revealing
adventures of American capitalism, remained what
it had been from the beginning in 1904—a thin
ribbon of truth tied around a fat pack of lies.
The myth began with the man—Amadeo Peter Giannini
—big, loud, gregarious and ambitious. His father, an
Italian immigrant farmer who lived in San Jose, California,
was shot by a farm worker in a dispute over a $ 1 debt when
A. P. was seven. His mother remarried a fruit-and-produce
trader, and the family moved to San Francisco's North
Beach Italian colony. By the age of 12, her aggressive son
was mastering the business; by age 19, his stepfather made
him a partner; by 31, he could retire to seek new fields to
conquer.
Giannini had married the daughter of a wealthy San
Francisco merchant, and after his father-in-law's death,
A. P. inherited his seat on the board of a little savings bank
in North Beach. Soon Giannini found himself battling constantly with the bank's conservative management, pressuring them to loan out more money to the bustling Italian
community. Frustrated, Giannini quit and in 1904 opened
his own Bank of Italy in a refurbished saloon. "We were
new to the game when we started out," Giannini recollected.
"We had to do unusual things." In an era when banks
tended to be run rather like the aristocratic clubs of the
wealthy and the big corporations, Giannini set out to build
a great bank on the financial business of the masses.
He sold stock in Bank of Italy to immigrant fish peddlers
as well as to his rich business friends. He started the unheard-of practice of advertising for depositors, and then he
astounded other bankers even more by advertising for borText continued on page 37
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